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Addendum
to
MTA/OIG #2018-49
Abuse of Time and Business Transportation Pass;
Conflict of Interest by Compliance Manager
On August 21, 2018, the Office of the MTA Inspector General sent the Metropolitan
Transportation Authority and NYC Transit its findings that Andrea Abaquin, Compliance
Manager, MTA Headquarters (MTA HQ) Compliance Department (MTA Compliance) abused
time and submitted false time and attendance records. See attached report dated August 21,
2018.
During the course of the investigation, MTA HQ revoked Abaquin’s transportation pass and she
sought recusal from any work related to her husband’s employer. In 2019, in response to the
OIG’s report, MTA HQ also issued an Official Warning to Abaquin; suspended her for two
weeks without pay; recouped $1,848; reinstructed her on the importance of accurately reporting
her time and leave; and corrected her time sheets.
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New York. NY 10004
Re: Abuse of Time and Business
Transportation Pass; Conflict of
Interest by Compliance Manager
MTA/OIG #2018-49
Dear Mr, Kearse and Ms. Graves:
The Office of the MTA Inspector General (OIG) has completed its investigation into an allegation
that Andrea Abaquin (Abaquin), Compliance Manager, MTA Headquarters (MTA HQ)
Compliance Department (MTA Compliance), abused time and submitted false time and
attendance records. We substantiated the allegation. We also found that Abaquin improperly
used her New York City Transit (NYC Transit) business transportation pass for personal travel.
We further found that Abaquin had an actual or apparent conflict of interest with an MTA
contractor and failed to notify the MTA of that conflict. W'e recommend that the MTA impose
discipline, as it deems appropriate. We also recommend that steps be taken to ensure that
Abaquin’s past time and attendance submissions are reviewed and corrected, and that any losses
incurred due to Abaquin’s improper use of her business transportation pass be recouped.’
BACKGROUND
Abaquin was hired by M'l'A HQ on January 20,2004, and on April 3,2006, became the executive
secretary to the MTA’s Chief Compliance Officer. She was promoted to her current position of
Compliance Manager on January 28,2016. As a Compliance Manager, Abaquin oversees the
Ethics and Compliance Program and supervises three Compliance Coordinators. Abaquin’s
‘ During the course of our investigation, OIG notified MTA Compliance of Abaquin’s improper use of her business
transportation pass, and the pass was immediately rescinded.
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duties include addressing Policy Waiver procedures and requests, New Employee Orientation,
JCOPE training, and other administrative matters. Abaquin’s office is located at 2 Broadway, 16*’’
Floor, New York, New York.
Abaquin’s scheduled work days are Monday to Friday with Saturdays and Sundays off.
Abaquin’s workday begins at 7:00 a.m. and consists of 7.5 work hours plus a one-hour meal
break. As an MTA HQ employee, Abaquin was issued a Metro-North Railroad (MNR) pass to
use for commuting to and from work. ^ In addition, Abaquin was issued a NYC Transit business
transportation pass that is restricted to use for MTA business-related travel on MTA’s buses and
subways.
Abaquin also received a building pass that must be swiped at the turnstiles located in the lobby of
2 Broadway in order to enter the building, as well as onto the 16*** floor. Each swipe creates a
record of the date, time, and turnstile she used to enter the building, as well as the specific entry
point used to enter the 16*'’ floor.
INVESTIGATION
Abuse of Time
During our investigation, OIG staff reviewed the records of Abaquin’s business transportation
pass, 2 Broadway building pass, work e-mails, personal MetroCard, and time and attendance
records for the period January 2,2017, through May 2018. These records included an MTA
Compliance shared staff outlook ealendar (Complianee Calendar) diseovered in Abaquin’s emails. That calendar eontained notations of Abaquin and other staff’s days off, as well as dates
that Abaquin left the office early. This review revealed multiple dates for which Abaquin
submitted false time sheets in that she did not properly charge her leave balances when she either
left work early or did not work at all, including the following 13 occasions:
1. On January 4,2017, Abaquin’s last swipe onto the 16"* floor using her building pass
was at 11:37 a.m. (no building lobby swipes available); Abaquin later used her
business transportation pass at the Bowling Green subway station at 1:06 p.m.
Abaquin’s time sheet indicated she worked a full day.
2. On January 13, 2017, Abaquin did not swipe onto the 16"* floor and no building
swipes were available however, her business transportation pass was used at 11:48
a.m. at the 135*** Street subway station and at 11:54 a.m. on the MlOO bus. The
Compliance Calendar indicated Abaquin was off, yet Abaquin’s time sheet indicated
she worked a full day.
^ The use of Abaquin’s MNR commuter pass would not create any record as the pass would simply be shown to train
conductors.
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3. On April 11, 2017, Abaquin last swiped in at 2 Broadway at 12:48 p.m. and her last
swipe onto the 16*'’ floor was at 1:18 p.m. She used her business transportation pass at
the Wall Street subway station at 1:24 p.m. and the Compliance Calendar indicated
Abaquin left work early, yet Abaquin’s time sheet indicated that she worked a full day.
4. On April 12, 2017, Abaquin’s only swipe in at 2 Broadway was at 6:58 a.m. and her
last swipe onto the 16'*’ floor was at 7:33 a.m. At 8:04 a.m. Abaquin e-mailed a
Compliance Coordinator the following: “I will see you in the morning”. Abaquin then
used her business transportation pass at the Wall Street subway station at 8:12 a.m.
The Compliance Calendar indicated Abaquin left early. Abaquin’s time sheet
indicated she worked a full day.
5. On April 24, 2017, Abaquin’s only sAvipe in at 2 Broadway was at 6:54 a.m. followed
by a swipe on the 16**’ floor at 6:56 a.m. Abaquin sent an e-mail at 8:14 a.m. which
stated that she needed to get her daughter from school. She did not swipe into 2
Broadway at any time for the rest of the day. The Compliance Calendar indicated
Abaquin left work at 8:00 a.m. yet Abaquin’s time sheet indicated she worked a full
day.
6. On April 25, 2017, Abaquin’s last swipe in at the 2 Broadway turnstiles was at 9:40
a.m. The Compliance Calendar indicated Abaquin left work at 10:00 a.m. yet
Abaquin’s time sheet indicated she worked a full day.
7. On June 12,2017, Abaquin swiped in at 2 Broadway once at 7:11 a.m. and onto the
16'*’ floor once at 7:13 a.m. Abaquin’s business transportation pass was not used this
day. The Compliance Calendar indicated that Abaquin left work early, yet Abaquin’s
time sheet indicated she worked a full day.
8. On June 29,2017, Abaquin swiped in at 2 Broadway at 9:14 a.m. She used her
business transportation pass first at the Bowling Green subway station at 12:18 p.m.,
then at the 28*" Street subway station at 1:36 p.m., and again at the Wall Street subway
station at 4:06 p.m. However, Abaquin’s time sheet indicated she worked a full day.
9. On July 25,2017, Abaquin swiped in at 2 Broadway at 8:24 a.m. and later used her
business transportation pass at the Whitehall subway station at 1:00 p.m. Abaquin
swiped in again at 2 Broadway at 2:39 p.m. however, her business transportation pass
was swiped at the Borough Hall subway station in Brooklyn at 2:40 p.m., and again at
the Bowling Green subway station at 4:00 p.m. Abaquin’s time sheet indicated she
worked a full day. We note that it appears that on this occasion, her business
transportation pass and her building pass were swiped in at two distant locations
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(2 Broadway in Manhattan and at the Borough Hall subway station in Brooklyn)
within a one minute time period.
10. On July 27, 2017, Abaquin swiped in at 2 Broadway at 7:11 a.m. and used her
business transportation pass at the Bowling Green subway station at 1:00 p.m.
Abaquin had sent an email at 12:47 p.m. that stated, “I will be leaving the office today,
Thursday, July 27,2017, at 1:00 pm today and will charge my time accordingly”. The
Compliance Calendar indicated Abaquin left work at 1:00 p.m., yet Abaquin’s time
sheet indicated she worked a full day.
11. On August 11, 2017, Abaquin’s last swipe at the 2 Broadway turnstiles was at 9:27
a.m. and her last swipe onto the Ib^*" floor was at 11:33 a.m. Abaquin later used her
business transportation pass at the Wall Street subway station at noon, then again at
the 145“’ Street subway station in Harlem at 4:42 p.m., and a third time at the Times
Square subway station at 5:24 .p.m. Abaquin’s time sheet indicated she worked a full
day.
12. On January 29, 2018, Abaquin swiped in at 2 Broadway at 7:02 a.m. and at 10:04 a.m.
she sent an email that stated, “I will be leaving the office early today Monday, January
29,2018”. Abaquin used a personal MetroCard at the Bowling Green subway station
at 10:24 a.m. Abaquin claimed on her time sheet that she worked 4.5 hours and
claimed use of only 3 hours of “Sick Leave-family”.
13. On February 1,2018, Abaquin swiped in at 2 Broadway at 7:16 a.m. and sent an email
at 9:45 a.m. that stated, “leaving early”. Abaquin used her personal MetroCard at the
Wall Street station at 9:48 a.m. Abaquin claimed on her time sheet to have worked 4.5
hours and claimed only 3 hours of vacation leave.
Abaquin's Commute and Use of Business Transportation Pass
OIG’s analysis of the available records revealed that Abaquin routinely used her business
transportation pass to commute to 2 Broadway from Grand Central Terminal and from locations
in Brooklyn to Grand Central Terminal. This review established that Abaquin’s usual commuting
and work day pattern, for the time period investigated, was to swipe into the subway system at
Grand Central Terminal at approximately 6:30 a.m., swipe in at the lobby of 2 Broadway at
approximately 7:00 a.m., and swipe in on the 16th floor shortly thereafter. During the course of
the day, the records also establish that Abaquin generally swiped in and re-entered the 2
Broadway lobby a few times: at mid-moming, after lunchtime and mid-afternoon. At the end of
the day, Abaquin generally was in Brooklyn, where she swiped into the subway system using her
business transportation pass anywhere between 3:50 p.m. and 4:20 p.m. at either the Nevins Street
or DeKalb Avenue subway stations, or on the B38 bus. Abaquin rarely used the business
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transportation pass to travel from the vicinity of 2 Broadway to Brooklyn at the end of her work
day.
The review also showed that Abaquin used the business transportation pass for personal travel on
her days off and on weekends. From January 1, 2017 through May 2, 2018, Abaquin’s business
transportation pass was swiped approximately 672 times. On 181 occasions, during the public
school year, Abaquin’s business transportation pass was used to enter the subway at Grand
Central Terminal at approximately 6:30 a.m., and again used to enter the subway or board a bus in
Brooklyn at approximately 4:00 p.m. Her business transportation pass was rarely used to enter
the subway in the area of 2 Broadway for her afternoon travel to Brooklyn. Also, the use of her
business transportation pass does not follow the same pattern during the summer months or
during school vacations, meaning that she generally does not swipe into the subway or onto a bus
in Brooklyn in the afternoons during those months. During her interview with OIG, Abaquin
stated that her daughter attends school and an after school program near the Nevins Street subway
station.
Of the 672 times Abaquin’s business transportation pass was used during the relevant time frame,
Abaquin used her business transportation pass on 27 separate dates on her scheduled days off and
on weekends. On most of these dates, Abaquin used the pass twice in a given day, although on
five occasions she used it three times or more on the same day. On July 6,2017, while on family
sick leave, Abaquin used the business transportation pass five times for travel in and around
Manhattan and Brooklyn. On Saturday, April 7,2018, it was used four times for travel around
Manhattan.
Conflict ofInterest
During^IG’s review of Abaquin’s work e-mails we found that Abaquin’s husband,]
~ is employed p an engineer with
an MTA conttactor^Oi^ebnwry
[forwarded an e-mail chain between himself
a
engineer who works on MTA Capital Construction’^MTACC^as^ide
Access project. The email discussed a possible rezoning application and redevelopment of a
piece of property the Abaquin’sowini^ount Vernon, New York. |^|used an MTACC e-mail
address to communicate with
The review of Andrea Abaquin’s work e-mails also
revealed that she is recused from handling any matters involving her husband’s employer,!
iHowever^h^id not notify the MTA about her possible conflict of interest with
lana^^^^^^^^^Biintil after she was interviewed by the OIG. On July 9,2018, a
Recusal Memorandum was issued, recusing Abaquin from all matters dealing with j
^Handl
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Andrea Abaquin Interview
During an interview on May 30, 2018, Abaquin acknowledged that she used an MNR pass to
commute to and from work and that the business transportation pass issued to her was only to be
used for MTA business-related travel. She initially claimed that she did not use her business
transportation pass for commuting. Rather, she claimed that she bought and used a personal
MetroCard to travel with her daughter to her daughter’s school in Brooklyn in the mornings
before reporting to work, and that she used that same personal MetroCard when she traveled to
pick up her daughter from Brooklyn in the afternoons.
After being confronted with the electronic swipe records from her business transportation pass,
Abaquin admitted that she did use the business transportation pass to commute. When asked why
she rarely used the pass to travel from 2 Broadway to Brooklyn in the afternoons, but used it
when arriving at Grand Central and when leaving Brooklyn, Abaquin claimed that she must “just
happen” to pull out the personal MetroCard when leaving work in the afternoon to go to
Brooklyn. She denied that it was an attempt to conceal what time she was leaving work.
Abaquin claimed that she leaves the office as close to 4:00 p.m. as possible, to get to a child care
facility located near the Nevins Street subway station to pick up her daughter between 4:10 p.m.
and 4:40 p.m.
During the interview, Abaquin asked whether the OIG could obtain the swipe information from
her personal MetroCard. She claimed that this would prove that she was not leaving early from 2
Broadway. After the interview Abaquin provided the serial number of her personal MetroCard,
which OIG used to obtain the usage records. The card was purchased and used between January
16,2018 and May 29, 2018. A review of the records revealed that this MetroCard was used to
travel from 2 Broadway to Brooklyn subway stations on 39 of the 87 days she worked during this
time period, and that she usually used the MetroCard before 4:00 p.m. However, the records did
not support Abaquin’s claim of regular use and suggests that Abaquin likely used a second
personal MetroCard. In fact, our review revealed numerous days on which someone other than
Abaquin would have been using the MetroCard Abaquin provided to OIG staff, as the records
show she was actually at work while that card was being used at other locations in Manhattan.
Abaquin was asked how she accounts for her time and leave hours. Abaquin stated that MTA
Compliance keeps a Staff Outlook Calendar where all employee time is monitored and recorded.
She stated the calendar is reviewed and maintained by the Administrative Assistant
According to Abaquin, her practice is to send an e-mail when she is
going to be out of the office, and she claimed she could not remember a time when she left the
office without sending an e-mail notification. Abaquin added she completes her time sheet
electronically on PeopleSoft, using her e-mail notifications to track days on which she left work
early or did not work at all. Abaquin further stated ^^^^^reviews Abaquin’s time sheets for
final approval. Abaquin stated that the PeopleSoft system sends e-mail notifications to employees
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who fail to submiUheiHime sheets on time. Abaquin admitted that she has received e-mail
reminders from^^^^^Band from the system for failing to submit her time sheets in a timely
manner. Abaquin stated she could not remember the last time she submitted her time sheets but
guessed it was in March of 2018approximately two months prior to her interview.^
During the interview, OIG investigators referred Abaquin to records that documented dates in
2017, including April 12 and 24, June 28, and July 27 when Abaquin left work early and/or did
not report her time away from work. Abaquin initially denied leaving without reporting her time
away from woridio^ver she did not challenge the fact that she had not reported this time, and
stated that ^^^^^|was “okay” with heHeavh^early as long as she did not have anything
going on in the office. However, when^^^^^^vas asked about Abaquin leaving work early,
he stated that he does not worry about it if someone comes in early for a meeting or something
else and wants to leave a little early. When advised that OIG was not referring to 15 minutes but
hours at a time, ^^^^indicated that in those circumstances the staff would have to dock their
time.
Abaquin was also asked about, and provided a copy of, the e-mail her husband forwarded to her
from^^^ Initially Abaquin did not recall the e-mail, but after she reviewed it, she stated tl^
this was something her husband did without her knowing about it. It was pointed out thatj^His
a contractor with the MTA. Abaquin admitted that she had not reported this possible conflict of
interest and that she had not sought to be recused from any matters involving
r his
company 5
MTA HEADQUARTERS POLICIES
MTA Headquarters Policy Directive J1-033, Attendance and Leave
The Attendance and Leave Policy Section V. (H) states that “[a]ll regular and part-time
employees must report their time worked and any absences to be charged against leave balances’"

^ Abaquin also told OIG investigators that she was a smoker and would take breaks at different times during the work
day to do so, which accounted for the occasions when she swiped in at 2 Broadway on more than one occasion at
different times during the work day.
^ Abaquin was also asked about May 22"*^ through May 25*^, 2017, for which Abaquin later provided proof that she
had attended a conference on those dates.
^ Abaquin asked OIG interviewers what she should do and it was recommended that she report the possible conflict
of interest.
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MTA Headquarters Policy and Procedure, Policy Number 25-002, Transportation Passes
The Transportation Passes Policy No. 25-002, in Section III (1), defines a Commutation Pass as
one which is “assigned to an MTA employee for use in his or her daily commuting to and from
work”. Section III (2) defines a business pass as one which is “assigned to an MTA employee
because of a business need. A business pass is not to be used for personal commuting.” Section
IV (A)(1) states that “[e]mployees are entitled to one pass for use in personal commutation to and
from work.”
MTA All-Agency Code ofEthics
The MTA All-Agency Code of Ethics (Code of Ethics) § 4.01 provides that “[ejmployees shall
not have any interest, personal, financial or otherwise, direct or indirect... which is or may be in
conflict with the proper discharge of his or her duties.” Section 4.01 further requires employees
to “report any possible Conflict of Interest to the Agency Ethics Officer” and avoid “even the
appearance of a conflict.”
FINDINGS
1. Abaquin abused time and submitted false time and attendance records, on at least 13
separate dates, in violation of MTA HQ Policy Directive 11-033, Attendance and Leave,
Section V. (H).
2. Abaquin improperly used her Business Transportation Pass for personal commuting, in
violation of MTA HQ Policy and Procedure Policy No, 25-002, Section III (2).
3. Abaquin failed to report a possible conflict of interest to the Ethics Officer, in violation of
the MTA All Agency Code of Ethics § 4.01.
RECOMMENDATIONS
1. We recommend the MTA impose discipline on Abaquin, as it deems appropriate.
2. We recommend that the MTA take steps to ensure that Abaquin’s past time and
attendance submissions are reviewed and corrected.
3. We recommend that any losses incurred due to Abaquin’s improper use of her business
transportation pass be recouped.
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As always, we appreciate your continued courtesy and cooperation. Please advise me within 30
days of any actions you take pursuant to this letter. If you need any further information, feel free
to contact me at (212) 878-0007 or Deputy Inspector General Demetri M. Jones at (212) 8780279.
Very truly yours.

Barry L. Kluger

By:
Demetri M. Jone^ /
Deputy Inspector General

